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The new MCY 76 is here
A Tribute to Light, an exclusive event presenting Monte Carlo Yachts’ new
achievements, celebrated the brand’s continuous investments towards
advanced design and technological features. The new MCY 76, together
with the new MCY 70 and MCY 66, have shined as never before and are
ready to welcome you on board at the next boat shows.

Classic Italian style
A welcome cocktail served on the seaside and a tasteful dinner anticipated the key
moment of the evening.

A new light in the Gulf of Trieste
With the arrival from the sea of the new MCY 66, MCY 70, and MCY 76 a light show
never seen before brightened the bay. The three yachts were at the center of an
amazing performance enhanced by powerful soundtracks and video projections.

“The presentation of the new MCY 76 was a truly magical moment,”
says Fabrizio Iarrera, Managing Director of Monte Carlo Yachts - “and
we are proud to have shared it with the Beneteau Group management,
the international press, friends and partners, and, especially, with all
the boat owners that joined us for this very special event.”
Fabrizio Iarrera
Monte Carlo Yachts Managing Director

People in which we trust
All of us at Monte Carlo Yachts were very pleased for sharing this memorable
evening with people who have always been very close to us. 300 guests coming from
all over the world demonstrated bespoke attention for our brand; a success we have
built together step by step in the past years. The experience continued on Sunday,
7th July with sea trials based in the shipyard of Monfalcone.

The event celebrated MCY’ evolution, which seeks to maintain the timeless appeal
and elegance that have always distinguished the brand. The new MCY 76 together
with the entire MCY Collection will be on show in occasion of the next season’s main
boat shows.

We look forward to welcoming you on board!
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